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1. RESOLVE TO GET CLEAR ABOUT YOUR GOALS

Are you saving because you want to buy a new car in a year, take a vacation or buy a new house? Are 
you planning to retire like a queen or work as long as you can? Identify what motivates you, then get 
started on making that fantasy a reality. 

2. RESOLVE TO TRACK YOUR SPENDING

An important step to staying on course financially is to know where the money is going. You may be 
surprised to see how much you’re spending on things that don’t really matter to you — and how easy it is 
to ditch them. 

3. RESOLVE TO CREATE A BUDGET YOU CAN LIVE WITH

A budget shouldn’t be a bummer — or a burden. It’s as simple as figuring out how much is coming in and 
then where it will go each month. A budget shouldn’t be restrictive, so factor in what makes you happy so 
that you can enjoy today while still planning for tomorrow. 

4. RESOLVE TO TACKLE DEBT
 
Resolve to make a dent in it this year. Pay off debts with the highest interest rate first. And look for options 
to consolidate high interest debt into something with a lower rate.  

5. RESOLVE TO BE A 1 PERCENTER

Save 1 percent more this year than you did last. Then make the same resolution next year. Before you 
know it, you’ll be saving 10, 15 percent more. But because you’re doing it in small increments, you’re 
unlikely to even notice (except maybe when you see that growing number in your account).  

6. BONUS #6: RESOLVE TO SPEND MONEY ON SOMETHING YOU REALLY WANT

That’s right. Spend it. Take the vacation you’ve been putting off. Buy that dress you’ve had your eye on. 
Getting better with your finances is about saving for your future (see Resolution No. 5). But it’s also about 
spending the money you’re working so hard to earn. The trick is to clear out the clutter so that you have 
funds to cover the things that really matter.
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